was fought between A. P. Gaines, '88 and F. E. Ellis, '88. The men were very evenly matched, and all three rounds were very close. Ellis was, however, awarded the bout without an extra round. The final bout of the middle-weight lay between two Harvard men, F. R. Bangs and W. J. Bowen. Good work was done by both men, and it was not till after an extra round had been fought that the event was awarded to Bowen. The officers of the meeting were: H. G. Gross, '88, Clerk of Course; W. A. Davis, Referee of Course; J. Boyle O'Reilly, Referee of Sparring; and Dr. William Appleton and E. P. Barry, Judges of Sparring.

COMMUNICATIONS.
The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for opinions expressed by correspondents.

Editor Tech:—

I don't like the new building much. Why? Be patient and I'll tell you.

I thought the other day I would make a more thorough acquaintance with the aforesaid building. I started with the room on the left as one enters. There was no one there but a staring junior or senior who did not even say "Come in," and he seemed so impolite and unappreciative that I left. I think he must have been a benighted soph., blind to talent. Then I went into the Architects' room, and looked on at a man trying to tint a dog-house, or something. He did it rather poorly, and as I got two L's on my tint plates, I offered to show him how to hold the brush, but he said he learned that last year. I think if so he had forgotten it. In my intentness I jogged his elbow, and he made a smouch in a light place, and then (imagine it) he blamed me! Well, I stayed around and forgave him. Then he felt a draught, and asked me to close the door. As I complied politely he said it closed much easier from the outside. I had a suspicion that he was a surly cuss, unfit for my society; and I left, though likely enough he was sorry then.

In the Chemical Lab. (second year) I found some nitric acid and ammonium sulphide solution in beakers, side by side. I told them by the looks. I took a glass rod and mixed them a little, and got some unfamiliar reactions. The owner came around and swore up and down, said I had spoiled a week's work (the idea), and said I ought to get kicked. I left the surly brute in a polite way, nor answered a word, though I was real mad.

In the basement I saw a bell with "Ring once for the janitor." I did so, and waiting some time a cross-looking mustache appeared and asked what I wanted.

I said I only wished to see how it worked, and that I wanted nothing in particular.

He said I would find plenty of it in Room 11, Rogers, and advised me to go there. The whole lot in the new building are a long way from being gentlemen. Hoping this letter, though candid, will not humiliate them too much, I remain,

Yours kindly,

F. R. Esch.

College Notes.

Denver, Col., is to have a college for women modeled after Vassar.

Richard C. Campbell, the champion amateur base-ball thrower of the world, will play third-base for the Williams College nine this season.

It is said that an English University has invited John L. Sullivan to give an exhibition before its students.

The Yale crew has been rowing on the harbor since the 21st of February.

The candidates for the Harvard crew meet at the gymnasium every afternoon, and the door is locked after they enter the training-room, so that few Harvard men know what the course of training is.—Princetonian.

The authorities of Yale have just announced that Alexander Duncan, of London, England, has presented Yale with $20,000, to be used for the best interests of the University.

There are forty-five colleges in Ohio.

The Y. M. C. A. at Cornell is to have a new building to cost $50,000.

A number of professors at the University of Pennsylvania exercise in the gymnasium at night.